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Todd Rundgren made a keynote appearance on November 4, 2004 at the Billboard Digital 
Entertainment Conference at UCLA.  He was introduced by Tamara Conniff, Executive Editor of 
Billboard, who spoke about the critical acclaim of his new Liars album, and his ground-breaking 
projects over the years in interactive cable TV -- cablecasting a live concert in which the listeners 
could choose which songs he would play, music video, and others.  She called him the godfather of 
the marriage of music and technology, and said he was the first artist with an online music 
subscription service, that he coded it himself, the PatroNet music subscription service.  She also 
mentioned his pioneering projects using enhanced CDs and CD-ROMs.

Todd introduced his subject as the politics of music, not the music of politics such as people using an 
Orleans song without permission.  He said he would discuss the landscape of power in the music 
business, and that those attending might be better able to advance their agenda by seeing where 
they and others they know fit into it.

The structure of power in the music business may be parliamentary, where alignment is necessary to 
get an agenda accomplished.

In a polyglot situation, there are many small players, few formal alliances, and a lack of political 
awareness and awareness of one's own power.

In a stratified situation, there is a mix of large and small players, and formal alliances especially of 
larger players.

In a monolithic situation, there is little competition, no small players, just a few dominant players and 
no need for alliances.  Generally, there is political awareness of own's own power.

The musical agenda includes:			The other agenda includes:
audience						government
artist							advertisers
retail							special interest groups
radio
labels

Artist includes artists' representatives, producers, agents and similar.
Radio evolved into a broader spectrum of things than earlier.
Labels means more than just record companies.

Those in the "other agenda" column include those who affect the power structure of the music 
business, such as advertisers, who are interested in the world of music but not specifically in the 
music business.

1960s:

In the early 1960s, labels contributed to music, by signing artists in a variety of styles.  Radio was 
somewhat stratified.  There was national network radio but lots of smaller ones.  They had format 
formulas to some extent.  
Retail was a variety of outlets, including mom and pop stores, appliance and department stores, with 
few national chains.  So that was somewhat a polyglot situation.


The U.S. government had some regulatory power over radio and labels, regarding payola and what 
radio could play.

Advertisers serviced by radio, not big chains, mostly independent.

Special interest groups were mostly fundamentalist church and racist organizations, trying to 
influence "race records" -- to ban them.  Some believed that rock and roll was the devil's music and 
the audience had to be protected from it.

1980s:

In the 1980s, audience power was smaller, as market research started to understand it better.
Artists were falling into distinct patterns or genres.
Labels were starting to squeeze out smaller labels.
MTV/radio became monolithic, basing music decisions on market analysis.   MTV was not making 
videos or providing exposure of a broad variety of artists.
Advertisers were looking for specific demographics.
Radio had less variety and range of artists.
Retail also was stratifying and becoming monolithic.  Chains accounted for a larger percentage of 
total sales.
Special interest groups used market analysis.  Artists had to make music a certain way to evoke a 
mimetic response in the audience.
PMRC wanted to label music, but those kinds of things affect the way artists make music.  Artists 
suddenly discovered that the parental warning seal could help them sell records. (audience laughs)
Local governments were fueling grading and labeling music efforts.
Advertisers had grown in power in relation to radio and MTV.

1995:

In the late 1990s, the audience had stratified, it was understood and the demographics were 
categorized.  It had not gained any power and less power.  It was more easily understood and 
serviced by the market.
Artists were starting to become monolithic.  Most were loss leaders for record labels and a few 
dominated sales in the record industry, sucking people into the record stores where people might buy 
their record and one other while they were there.
RIAA mediated intra-industry conflicts and government mediated conflict within large members of the 
RIAA that sold a variety of merchandise, as well as in anti-piracy.  Labels and audience became 
enemies, and artists were not getting too much power but probably were at their peak in terms of 
amount of power.
MTV/radio had become completely closed formats.  MTV focused on the lifestyles of the people who 
listened to music, rather than music itself.
Retail was monolithic, and the belief system of the owners filtered between the artist and audience, 
for example, Wal-Mart.  Artists were affected -- changing titles, creating new versions of songs and 
alternative artwork, not to satisfy retail marketing needs but based on the attitudes of the people 
running the companies.  That was dangerous.

The special interest groups moved into MTV/radio because in 1995, regulations limiting the number 
of stations a company can own in a particular market and in total changed.  Colin Powell's son because head of the FCC and gave away the store to large communications corporations.  Clear 
Channel starting buying stations and venues, and its decisions about artists' opportunities were 
influenced by the personal beliefs of the people who own it, keeping some artists out of the public 
eye.

The U.S. government and special interest groups contributing to political campaigns started to 
overlap -- a "government/special interest group".  This was the most dangerous.  It served to make 
the power structure even more monolithic.  Special interest groups promoted an agenda of "social 
engineering".

2005:

The Internet dwarfs everything else in the power structure and affects the other entities.  The 
audience has gained power.  The RIAA-affiliated labels' power is shrinking.  The Internet is so 
important to overcome the special interest groups/government power structure. MTV/radio will no 
longer be relevant.


Todd said he does not have an antipathy for record labels -- they're just stupid.  They had their lunch 
right in front of them.  They never turned around and said "stop eating my lunch".  When the CD 
racks are empty (due to Internet sales), the record labels will lose control of what people hear.

These ways of looking at things can be useful even in areas other than music.


Todd acknowledged the subject many people might want him to talk about is the elections.  He said 
he is heartsick, ashamed in front of the rest of the world.  He said that people might think an "uber" 
Democratic candidate who is Southern enough and religious enough for the "red" states (electoral 
college votes went Republican), but he checked the electoral college map back to Carter.  From 
North Dakota to Texas, those states (Confederate) were always Republican. Now that has spread to 
the plains "cowboy" states surrounding.  His friends have been saying, "What country should we 
move to?" and "We're from a blue state, but don't shoot us".  In the red states, they had the truth right 
in front of them, but they didn't like it.  It's like we are in France and they are in Greece.  No candidate 
is going to heal the divisions.  A donkey ran for President, and got elected twice in a row.  No 
candidate is going to fix that.  We just have to be by ourselves.  Screw them.  We have the coasts, all 
the brains and all the culture.  The landlocked states can have their own country.  We'll have four 
countries.  Pacifica will be the West Coast and Hawai'i.  "Oprah" will be the Northeast.  After all, the 
Northeast used to be America.  It's Atlantis.  We'll sign away the red states.  Just let us out.  They 
can keep the name America.  They can be a little Iran if they want.  He said that people in the red 
states can't handle the truth.  We can handle the truth.  The gulf is unbridgeable.

A question was asked regarding the economics of the music business.  Todd said the power blocs 
don't all have the same agenda.  Music is a way to spend money for the audience.  Artists just want 
to get their contracts done so they can make music.  The government has no direct financial interest.  
Record labels traditionally are more or less fair to artists.  They might think that managers demand 
too much for artists who may not deliver a financial return on the record labels' investment.  

The economics haven't changed a lot except after CDs inflated the price of music.  There was a loss 
of power from price-fixing of CDs.

An attorney asked a question regarding if radio is irrelevant, who will filter for the audience and 
where's the direction to channel what people will access.  Todd said that radio is advertiser-driven and other forms of radio such as Internet and satellite may have audience subscriptions.  DJs may 
leave conventional stations and go to stations where they can program what they want.  DJs 
themselves are still relevant.

If the audience can't listen on demand, they have to download, but when interactive technology is 
available, people can just tag the URL of a song and not have to store an actual copy.  Access to the 
world of music would be universal and unbroken.  Cable and satellite TV is a service paid for 
monthly.  That works for TV.  Artists' relationship with audiences can be the same way.  When you 
have time, you might listen to a lot.  Other times if you are on vacation you might not.  The music 
source gets the same amount of money every month regardless.  A subscription service takes care 
of everyone.  

You can have a commoditized market but not so much for discovering new songs.  Some are 
priceless and some are worthless. The priceless ones should not be categorized the same as the 
worthless ones.  It makes music seem more like milk.  Music used to be part of the collective liturgy.  
It was for religious purposes, bringing people closer to God.  He doesn't want a record to be the 
same $20 whether it's good music or bad music.

The question of the FCC following Stern to satellite radio was raised. Todd said that in 1960, there 
was an awareness of the airwaves as a public trust.  They belonged to everyone and the regulations 
limited the signal reach to keep people from stepping on each other's toes (except Wolfman Jack's 
50,000 watts out of Mexico).  New Internet and satellite radio extends the reach worldwide.  
Regulations cannot enforce content and the FCC does not have clear considerations for the global 
communications.  It's the same as for cable TV -- control is limited because you have a  private 
pipeline up to the satellite.

Graham Cohen from the audience asked about laws.  Todd said everyone who wants to smoke pot, 
smokes it.  It's pointless to legislate against it.  The Internet is a manifestation of people finding ways 
to more directly communicate with each other, to be honest with each other.  Mr. Cohen said that 
people go to jail for smoking pot.  Todd said, "only people who did it in a stupid place, like an airplane 
bathroom".  They couldn't legislate the Internet because the government doesn't understand it.  You 
don't want to make enemies of hackers.  They will crash your system, because the government has a 
system too, unless you have smarter people than the hackers.

Tom Meredith from the audience said Todd's keynote was erudite and thought-provoking.  He asked 
with the subscriber model, how the individual artist gets compensated, and how artists' work gets 
discovered. Todd said that too many artists look for the Holy Grail of a record that will bring in 
truckloads of money.  They want to know how to financially survive as artists.  Look at BB King and 
Tony Bennett, who have been around longer than Todd, who has been around at least as long as, 
well, other people his age.

It's not what being an artist is about.  A player plays.  He thinks artists should go out and play in front 
of people and show why you play and what you play about.  Sometimes you get dirt money and 
sometimes good money.  But you have to remember that it's in lieu of sitting in rush hour traffic going 
to and from the same job every day and that's the price you pay not to have to do that.  You have to 
prove you are a musician by playing.



